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“Usually big words signify very small specialties” [R.P. Feynman (1965) -- Speech on Quantum Electrodynamics]. Nonetheless, the acoustic radiation force is becoming a big word that signifies a very big subject, as demonstrated by the wealth of theoretical investigations and emerging applications in biomedical elasticity imaging and tissue characterization, “tractor” beams, acoustical tweezers, and the assembly of nano-composite metamaterials to name a few examples.

During this talk, practical medical imaging applications using radiation force vibro-acoustography will be illustrated. Moreover, surprises and counter-intuitive effects in particle manipulation will be presented and discussed. Namely, i) the ability of particle manipulation and transport will be demonstrated with examples using conventional sources and other complex-shaped wavefronts. Computations demonstrate the existence of both “repulsor” and “tractor” behaviors for which the axial force can be oriented along the direction of wave propagation (repulsor effect) or opposite to it (tractor effect). ii) Another phenomenon intrinsically connected with radiation force is related to the emergence of a negative spin radiation torque on an absorbing sphere, meaning that particle rotation can occur in opposite handedness of the incident beam. Finally, other examples demonstrate the manipulation (in the bulk) of diamond, copper and iron nano-particle clusters in diluted epoxy that solidify so as to form a stable polymer nanocomposite metamaterial structure. Various patterns (planar, columnar, circular) are achieved and experimental results show the successful synthesis of 3D structures. Furthermore, x-ray micro-computed tomography is used as a tool to characterize the stable structures.
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